
2nd Grade Distance Learning - Science Lessons

 “I Can” statements for this unit
• Water is present in the air. 
•  I can observe and describe the states of water evident in 

atmosphere. 
•  I can explain the processes of condensation and evaporation.
•  I am familiar with the water cycle. 
• I can relate which type of weather is associated with different looking 

clouds. 
• I can explain how different types of pollutants enter waterways 

through different parts of the water cycle. 
• I can discover what factors contribute to condensation and 

evaporation rates. 
• I can describe how clouds are formed and how they move. 
• I can plan and conduct simple investigations. 
• I can employ simple equipment and tools to gather data and extend 

the senses. 
• I can use appropriate mathematics with data to construct reasonable 

explanations. 
• I can communicate about observations, investigations, and 

explanations. 
• I can review and ask questions about the observations and 

explanations of others.

3/17 Day 1: Common mistakes in learning about weather

Common Misconceptions: 



• Clouds move because we move. (“That cloud is following me!”) 

• Water vapor is held or soaked up by the air. (“When my hot chocolate 
steams, the steam goes up into the clouds.”) 

• Rain occurs when clouds melt. (“The clouds are dripping all the rain out.”) 

• It is difficult for young students to understand fully the process of 
condensation and how clouds form. 

The misconception that clouds are like cotton and/or have a solid “feel” to 
them can be addressed by investigations and experiments that are directly 
related to condensation and cloud formation. For a classroom-exploration 
example of making clouds in a bottle that can demonstrate cloud 
consistency, see 

http://eo.ucar.edu/kids/images/AtmoExp1.pdf.

Pick one of the experiments to perform.
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Clouds and how they form

https://mysteryscience.com/weather/mystery-1/water-cycle-phases-of 
matter/46?code=MTUwNDIyMjU&t=student

You will need to print the activity and prepare materials for an experiment. 

You should be able to answer:

Water is present in the air as clouds, steam, fog, rain, ice, snow, sleet, or 
hail. When water in the air cools (a change of energy), it forms small 
droplets of water that can be seen as clouds. Water can change from liquid 
to vapor in the air and from vapor to liquid. The water droplets can form into 
raindrops. Water droplets can change to solid by freezing into snow, sleet, 
or hail. Clouds are moved by flowing air. Pollutants enter the waterways 
through various points during the water cycle. Different cloud formations 
may indicate different types of weather are on the way. Different factors 
contribute to the rates of condensation and evaporation.

http://eo.ucar.edu/kids/images/AtmoExp1.pdf
https://mysteryscience.com/weather/mystery-1/water-cycle-phases-of%2520matter/46?code=MTUwNDIyMjU&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/weather/mystery-1/water-cycle-phases-of%2520matter/46?code=MTUwNDIyMjU&t=student
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Review: Recognize that clouds, steam, fog, hail, snow, sleet, or hail are 
examples of water in the atmosphere. Recall that water can change from 
liquid to vapor and/or vapor to liquid. Identify clouds as water, and the 
droplets can combine and form into raindrops. (Example Question: What 
role does energy have in the change of water from solid to liquid? From 
liquid to vapor?)

Journal what types of clouds you see every 2 hours or so? Do some 
research to label the clouds that you see.
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If you have Netflix Magic School Bus Season 2 episode 5 is great for 
reviewing the water cycle if you do not this is the book read aloud 

https://youtu.be/Ou0m_CRN9-c

Acitvity: Read the weather forecast for the following week. Create a 5- flap 
flip book. On the front of each flap, write the name of the day and the 
forecasted weather conditions (like “18 degrees and snowy.”) On the inside, 
draw the kind of clouds you think you might see on that day. Each day, 
check the sky and see if your prediction was correct.)
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Project: Record a video of your student pretend to be meteorologist or a 
nephrologist (someone who studies clouds) and, after making a prediction 
regarding the weather that is on its way, must justify using cloud evidence, 
as to why they believe what they do. Or Students act out the water cycle, 
narrating and explaining each step along the way.
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Assessment: Different clouds foretell or are part of different weather 
patterns. Design an art display (using art supplies or recycled materials of 
your choice) that will illustrate at least 3 different kinds of clouds. Your art 
display should also include a written description of the different clouds as 



well as describing what type of weather might follow observations of these 
clouds in the sky and what sort of weather might follow observation.
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Create a rain gage using recycled materials, make sure that your ruler 
marks are accurate. Collect data everyday for a week. Create a graph with 
your data. 


